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C3 Tia 2-01c, V\ a(aSeaa,..1, 

1-25-68 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

Thank you for your letter. I will keep an tyo en the Paul 

Scott column and mend you immediately any subsequent columns 

which touch on you or the Garrison invemtigetion. (This, sir, 
is the ultimate sacrifice: to commit myself to study the ed-
itorial page of the Tulsa World. It is guaranteed to damege 

my bleed pressure.)-I lead ne doubt at all that Scott had taken 

material leaked to kim deliberately and twisted it out of shape, 
trying t* skirt the libel laws. 

I reed that Garrison has mupoonaei Harina Oswald. If, by chance, 
he should get her I hope he will catch her up en that "Walker" 

letter. Yeu will remember, perhaps, that about Nev. 1966 I sent 

you an analysis of this letter which sheers that it could net have 

been written in April 1943. This was a sentence by sentence 
analysis. -I could make you another one, even more cemplete, if 

by chance you should want it. There is one point in the evidence 

which I overlooked putting in the paper I sent you which proves  
that they were net living at Neely Street when that letter was 

written. It has to is with when they paii the water and g s bill. 

There is evidence in the lleariage, solid, that they did not pay 

s water bill en Neely Street. Statement from the company. 

r he trouble with our carrempendence is that I i.e net knew where 
I stand. I prefer not to send you peripheral material; I would 

rather be of some help, direct help. So if there is any point 
you would like me to check out in the evidence available to me, 
let me know. I have the Hearings en0 the published literature, 

all that I have been able to buy. 

And T. still think that it might be a rood idea tn try to locate 

that "copy" Ruth Paine made of Osweli'e letter to the CPA in 
early Nov. 1943, in order to ascertain whether or not it is  a 

copy or whether it is a first draft. Semeeno trained In the 
literature or rrammar of the halglimh laneuen;es coull figure this 

out, 

consider the attached Taaper the hottest one I have ever mont you 

with the exception of the materiel on the rider on the knell end 
the Parallax Altgons (it is ilpertant to reroviber this is an AP 

alternate. Not only Parallax but Esquire fide the 14ati. nal Enquirer 

usei it, in May 1067.). It means, to ale, test Holleman and his 
faction of the Secret Service has this ammaemiaation fi;ured out 
en the lines I have as early es Nov. 27, 1963 an still felt that 
we in March 1964. k 



AGENTROY IMLF1tMAN: " ..it was now known t• )too an upshot into tie 

l-24-68 

Dear Mr. Weinberg: 

I am pleased to be able to report that I have iisc
everni that I 

de net stand utterly alone in my theory of the - mechanics of the 

amsassination: it mamma that the Secret Service+ -or at le
arnt the 

Kellerren faction -held the theory that there were bullet
e fired 

into the car en an moard trajectory as late as March 9, 1964, whin 

Kellerman te9t7.fied. 

I am a little AO zlay: I hay; risseithe following in Kell
erman's 

teetimeny: Kellerrth7and Spector were discussing bubble
tope. They 

talked about e edv's bubbletop and then the new tep bei
nt built 

for Johnson. 	 tjen reverted to the Kennedy tell: 

FORD: But as far as you knew the top that 'VMS available 

would net iripede the projectile? De you know whether 

or net it would defiiet its accuracy? 

KELLMMAII: Well, I have tried to study that, sir. The angle 

of the back as an example which im -what degree I 

don't recall, hoping that -of cause, it was now known 
to be an upshot  into the vehicle... 	(italics 117r7471 

Vol. 2, page 64 

Spector jumped in and asked a question having nothing to 
de with 

Kellerman'm statement and tryinn to confuse the issue. T
he rest of 

the statement reeds like gibberish, deliberate stenograph
ic jurble, 

I'm sure. 

Kellerman an you know tried hard to net into the record. t
hat the 

entry to the man's head was below exit. Fe wan crephic ari
a inmittent 

abeut it. 

On page 93, Vol 2, Kellerman quetem Colonel Finck as saying of th
e 

back wound, "There are no lanes for an outlet of this entry in this 
pantm eheulder." Notice that Kellerman deem not  go on and add that 
the wound was at a 45 degree downward angle. (This was th

e FBI line, 

a rouglt guess at the TSBD with floor window angle, I think, It is 
in fact possible that Dr. Finck right have said it was a 

45 degree 

upward  angle. A 45 degree downward angle is irpommible free' any
 building 

in Dealey Plaza: but a 45 degree upward  angle would about fit the 

head wounds, and pemsibly elm* the back wound.) Kellerma
n plainly 

die net think any of the wounds to the President were at a downward 

angle. Xe im just as plainly of the opinion that the 
wounds were at 

an upward angle. Spector asked if Dr. Finck had any ether
 convernation 

with him at tha tire. Kellerman maid no but Dr. Nurem di
d. 

KELLERMAN: Well, from Dr. Nunes, who wam the ether gentlemen out 
there, fret the entry of the skull, from this hole 

here. 

SPECTER: 	You are nor referring to the hole which you iemcribs 
being below the rimming part of the skull? 



2. 

KELLERMAN: Yes, sir. It was confirmed that the entry of the 

shell here went right through the tap end removed that 
piece •f the skull. 

SPECTER: 	...Se you are set ink; that it confirmed that the hol
e 

that was heolow the piece of skull that was removed, 

was the point of entry of the one bullet which then 

passed ur through the head and task off the skull? 

KELLERMAN: Right, sir. That is correct. 
Vel 2, page 93 

Kellerman was net a joker. he war, net trying t* neck the theory 

that theme wounds with entries below exits were made from a high 
window. Re was trying to got into the record that he considered 
that the entry wounds really were '.slew exit wounds; aril he implies 

that Dr. humem was of that opinion also. This is all Kellerman 

had to may about mix angle and he worked hard to get it into the 
record.. 

"..it wasnew known to he an upshot into the vehicle.." 

limemine 

Kellerman had been inspecting thin indebimximp an the 27th •f Nov., 

after he had 'seen present at the autopsy. The Secret Service may, 

in fact, have heti ether information that there was an "upshot" into 

the vehicle. It certainly suggests that theme present at the autopsy 
at first considered that the weunim travelled upward.  

At any rate, it seems plain to me that Kellermen, snd most likely, 

his faction of the Secret Service (lameducks new) were of the *pinion 
as late as Mrch 9, 1964 that bullets came into the car en an upward 
trajectory. 

Kellerman spent a lot of time trying to get into the record the 
angle an: directien of the crack lines on the windshield. Specter 
managed to garble that until its Ward to figure out. however, I 

think Kellerman had a reason far allthe time he spent en the wind-

shield crack: I think he thought it skewed an upward trajectory too. 

So 'think Kellerman held a theory of "upshots" into the vehicle; 

of silencerei weapons (he kept insisting on "flurry" which is commetien 
not mint sound; and that there were mere shots firedthan three but 

he had to say he heard only three. And I think he and the Secret 
Service also hold a theory •f firecrackers: "this mound which I 

attribute as a firecracker" -notice the present tense (March. 9th 

interrogation). Also Jean Hill tell Mark Lane the Secret Service 

surtemted to her that some of the shots she heari were firecrackers. 

Beverly Brunson 
Box 296 
Baxter Springs, Kansas 61713 



1-26-68 

Denr Mr. We  

I am sorry to be sending yen se much. And I may be doubling some-
one's werk -I try net te send yen anything; I have seen explored 
else where. I have never read anything resembling the enclosed 
en the bubbletep ani the pessIble connection between its removal 
and the removal of the escort assigned to ride the sides of the 
President's car. I think the two removals are connected. I could, 
of course, give you a long paper with citations making it even more 
clear. But this will suffice to let you knew whether you need the 
evidence quoted.. 

There is another importnt point in the radio logs concerning Curry's 
last call to the escert(#138-Jacksen) at l2:26. Different radio logs 
give different versionOof this and I have traced out the whole 
thing; and I feel certain that the evidence shows that #138 told 
Curry at 12:26 that "everything was okay"; later this becomes 1122 
#158 and a ran for whom three different names are gives. No #158 
wasasitned that day, accerdint to the records. This is, in my 
opinion, very definitely another case where Jackson is eradicated 
systematically from the official case. Systemmatically but net 
successfully. The fact that this last minute call of Curry's te 
Jacksen to see if everything was okay just minutes before the 
President was shot has been doctored te the point of absn#dity can 
be proved, I think, by a study of the evidence. 

Se Rioter Craig has come forward: This is truly wonderful:.  for these 
of us who have waited se any years, through se much whitewash; now 

have things happening like this is very gratifying. And you get 
the lien's share of the credit. It's airiest like the old days you 
spoke of, the days of Paine and Zenter when the pen was as mighty as 
the sword. I hope it will in seine measure repay you. 

I may be wrong: but I never did think Oswald was in Whaley's cab. 
Remember that Whaley came up with his story (essentially preposterous) 
only after Oswald had accused Capt. Fritz of net protecting; his 
identity. There was 1-57Firif in Oswald's not mentioning this taxi 
ride since it was net incriminating. I think the production of 
Whaley the next day was part of an effort by Fritz ism to reassure 
Oswald. Oswald must have had some idea that he might pass himself 
off as Hidell up until the time he confronted Craig about 5:00 an 
he must have been counting, en Fritz to help him. It was then only 
the next day that Oswald happened to mentien that he had been in 
that taxi and Fritz produced Whaley who mad. an ass of himself all 
threueh his testi kony, as you demonstrated. 

Beverly Brunson 
Box 296 
Baxter Sprints, Kansas 66713 



B. Brunson 
Box 296 	1-26-68 
Baxter Springs,Kansas 66713 

BUBBLETOP 

Kellerman states in his testimony that Lawson called him in Fort 
Worth about 10:00 on the morning of the 22nd to ask specifically 
whether the bubbletop could come off. 

Lawson states that Kellerman called him. Lawson does admit that 

he gave the final word to take off the bubbletep (which was on the 

car that morning). Lawson's lie, if it was that, was then not to 

hide the fact, which he could not, that he ordered the ioubbletop 

off; but to conceal the fact that there was anxiety in Dallas as 
to whether they would be able to cot the bubbletop off, that a 

special call was mate to Est permission to remove the bubbletop. 

Kellerman thought the bubbletep might have made some difference. 

The assassins had to think of this too, there weld have been 
Aare, obscuring of target, deflection and a perfect record of 

the direction of the shots. I think they would have decided to 

wait had the bubbletop remained en. I think I can effort evidence 

to this effect. 

Switch now to Marion Baker's testimony. You will find a blockbuster 

buried in it. Baker states that he and his pErtner (and as you will 

see two other officers) were scheduled to ride beside the President's 

car. It was not until about 5 to 10 minutes before the motercado 

departed from. Love Field that Baker received orders from his sergeant 

to fall back behind the press cars: putting those four officers way 

to hell and gone out of the way when the shots were fired. 

Baker had gone into the office at 8 that morning. His orders were 

still to ride behind the car. There were eight officers scheduled 

to ride the President's car, four at the sides and four behind. 

(See Capt. Lawrence's assignment sheets). Capt. Lawrence testifies 

that it was a Secret Service Agent, whims nsmd he doesn't say (it 

was Lawson as we see from police documents in the exhibits ), who 

suggested that the four officers be pulled off the car, the sides 

of the car. The reason given to Lawrence for pulling the officers 
off the sides of the car was that it would enable the officers at 
the back of the car to rush upt Obviously there would be no need 

kler them to rush up if officers were already at the sides of the 

car. Greer states in his testimony that it was customary for motor- 
cycle officers to ride at the front and at the back of the President's 

car. But instead of moving the officers at the sides of the car up 
in front of it, they were removed from the vidhity of the car at all. 

Captain Lawrence states he got this information on the 21st and 

called his sarefants that night. Yet when Baker reported in at 8 

o'clock on the morning of the 22nd hts assignment was still to rider, 

the sides of the car. His sargeant camas and told him the assignment 

was chanted only about 10 minutes before the motorcade left Love Field° 

In ether words the officers at the sides of the car were pulled off 
at the last minute, when it became plain that the President would in 

fact ride without the bubbletep. This shows one thing quite clearly: 

the assassins had control over the motorcycle escort, 
1 

And it shows a curious esprit de corps: they didn t want to shoot 

their buddies. 


